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Brian showing the kids how to pluck possums as part of
checking the trap line at the Kids Survival Camp.
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Club Events Calendar
January
Wednesday

30

Kids Club Night BBQ & Update on Morrison Road
Subdivision and Plans for 2019

Saturday

9

Final working bee for 100 Sporting Clay Shoot

Sunday

10

Maureen Bennett Memorial 100 Sporting Clay Shoot

Sunday

10

Kiwi 3 D Archery Competition - Pineridge

Wednesday

13

Committee Night

Thursday

14

Twilight Shotguns Shooting Begins again

Sunday

17

Bowhunters Club Day

Thursday

21

Twilight shotgun shooting

Sunday

24

Final Round of Running Boar & Johansen Ironsights

Wednesday

27

Club Night

Thursday

28

Twilight shotgun shooting

Sunday

3

Rescheduled Rimfire/Centrefire/Patrons Cup

Thursday

7

Twilight shotgun shooting

Sunday

10

Bowhunters Club Day

Wednesday

13

Committee Night

Thursday

14

Final Night of Twilight Shotgun Shooting

Saturday

16

Final working bee for TVDA Kiwi 3 D Comp

Sunday

17

Kiwi 3D Competition at TVDA

Wednesday

27

Club Night

February

March

Presidents Report
Happy New Year everyone and with this comes by best wishes for you all for a great year
ahead in 2019. The year has got off to a start at a blistering pace really – there have already
been number things happening at the clubrooms and range and so much more over the next
couple of months.
There has been a lot of work done up on the range and property area of late so please make
sure you help keep it looking nice and tidy – please pick up your rubbish and generally keep an
eye on what’s happening up there. As you will see in Wayne’s note further through the
newsletter there are additional cameras being installed on the property so that we can better
manage the day to day use of the facilities but also identify who has been there when misuse
has occurred. Please keep this in mind and if you have nothing to be concerned about, then
we applaud for your help and support.
You will have seen via emails or with this newsletter that we have been advised that Morrison
Developments has lodged an application with Council to subdivide the full length of the Right
Hand side of the road leading up to the clubrooms. Your help and support is needed NOW to
provide us with your information to assist with our submission. We are here to represent
you so you need to help us as well please - come to the January Club Night and get the
details and help us finalise the submission process. BBQ tea and plenty of time to socialise
and catch up with mates as well.
You will see that the Rimfire/Centrefire and Patrons Cup events have been RE-SCHEDULED till
March. This is because the day it was supposed+ to take place was a shocker – a full day of
thunder, lightning and torrential rain. The earliest and most practical time for this was in early
March and while this is in the ‘new year’, the results will still ‘belong’ in the current year.
Please mark this on your calendars and especially as it is at the start of the month.
Work is underway in earnest for the Maureen Bennett Memorial Shoot on Sunday 10th of
February. We are expecting a larger than normal field as several overseas shooters will be
there as a fore runner to the Nationals that begin in Hamilton later in the week. We definitely
need extra help please because this date has clashed with the Kiwi 3D Competition at Pine
Ridge and that means some of our regular crew will be away competing themselves that day.
Please contact Tony or Maureen if you are able to help out in the field, in the kitchen or with
the clean up on the day please or if you are able to chip in with a few hours after work some
evenings while the fields are getting set up. This help is massively appreciated and it really
does help the club in so many ways.
Just a reminder also – your subscriptions will be arriving by email where possible in the next
couple of weeks and in the mailbox for those without email addresses. Please keep an eye out
for these and get them paid as soon as possible to ensure that your insurance and benefits are
keep up to date.

Look forward to seeing you on Wednesday 30th & help make it count!!
Good Luck for those getting out for a hunt in the hills or on the water as well. Remember to
stay safe and if you are in the hills AND always identify your target beyond all doubt and if
you’re on the water – wear a life jacket and don’t be a statistic!!! Maureen

Club Night
Wednesday 30 January 2019

Was to be: The Kids Club Night
Now: BBQ and update on the
subdivision application and
development of Morrison Road
 Due to the subdivision application that has been lodged for the land bordering
Morrison Road, we feel that it is essential that we focus our January club
night on advising you all of the application as it stands and what we need to
do to safeguard the future of our club and the especially the range facilities
that we have.
Ultimately; it is the future, retention and FULL USE of the excellent range facilities that is of
paramount concern for us due to the application that has been lodged to subdivide the
right hand side of Morrison Road into 8 Lifestyle Lots.
Your help and support is essential as we prepare our submission on this application.
The application has been Limited Notified which means that only those deemed to be
directly Affected Parties are able to submit on the application. The Club (as in TVDA as the
entity) is one of the affected parties.
All of you with an email address will have received a questionnaire from Maureen and there
will be more of these at the club night to fill in as well as us being able to answer any
questions that you may have.
Further to the above, this club night will also be an excellent opportunity for the committee
to outline our plans for the range and facilities for 2019 and also to hear and get ideas and
suggestions from you as members on what additions you would like to see at our grounds
and facilities.

Come along one and all and bring a mate or two as well.
The BBQ will consist of burgers / sausages in bread / American hotdogs and
this will be from 6.30-7.30 …..and it’s totally free.

Murray Matuschka assures me
this ‘really is the first model of
the Dodge Ram’ rather than
one of his latest inventions…..!!

RANGE USE….

PLEASE…When using the rifle ranges, ONLY USE PAPER TARGETS and make
sure you clean up after yourselves please.
Also please make sure that when you pin your targets up, that you avoid putting
the target across where the posts and
framing that’s behind the coreflute. This
certainly extends the life of the shooting
area immensely and saves a lot of repair

work.
Many thanks for your help with these
requests

Mike’s Famous – KIDS SURVIVAL CAMP 2019
Camp has now been and gone and it was another fantastic success for sure. Huge thanks
must go to all those that helped in the planning, preparation and delivery of the camp – it
was a total team effort and top marks to you all for sure. Nigel and Brian have been a massive
help to Mike this year with the camp and also top marks to Daniel and Erin Lesley for their
valued contributions to the camp – it is great to see the next two generations of members
helping to ensure that Mike’s Survival Camps are alive and well; in fact, thriving into the
future. McKenna Lesley, Harry Clapp and Gus also helped out prior to the camp with the set
up and chipped in where possible during the camp so many thanks to each of you as well.
Parent helpers at camp were also an amazing help right throughout the three days with a
whole range of jobs – cooking, supervising on the range, taking kids out on the possum line,
with the orienteering and compass work, supervising the swimming and so the list goes on.
On to the camp story now from Livy Baillie – and I’m sure this plus the photos will say it all.
Special thanks Livy for writing this story at such short notice and to Gareth Pert for the
photos.

My Experience at Camp
This year at the Survival Camp we had a blast and a ton of fun. After a hot day in the sun
doing heaps of activities – the
creek is the best place to go for a
cooling swim; don’t you agree.
If you are up for it in 2020, book
in early and come along and join
us and our amazing experiences.
Here is a list of the things we did
this year:
Possum trapping, eeling, firearm
safety, night shooting for
possums and rabbits, swimming,
archery, slug gun shooting, .22
shooting, camping, cooking
scones and pancakes for lunch
over the gas cooker and making
friends with the other kids. This is just some of the things that helped make the camp so
much fun – I enjoyed it; Did you?
A huge thank you to Mike, Peter, Brian, Nigel, Dennis and Nana/Maureen for all the work
that went into making the camp possible for us and also to all the other parents and friends
and Daniel, Erin and Gus for doing so much to also help with the camp so much fun. You
all helped us to have such a cool weekend - we were so fortunate.

Further to Livy’s story above, I also have to add a massive thank you to Barrie and

Lyn Williams for their absolutely amazing generosity and support for our Kids
Survival Camp again this year. We are so hugely indebted to you both for your
endless support and enthusiasm for our annual kid’s camp. While these kids
never stop talking about Mike’s Amazing Survival Camps from one year to the
next, as they go through life they will then appreciate even more the outstanding
opportunity that you both have made possible for them through your generosity
and delight at helping kids to have a neat experience.
Like any event there is
always a mountain of work
that goes in behind the
scenes and this is no
exception – obviously the
venue is confirmed first
and foremost and the
neighbours are visited and
their permission is sought
as well because of the fact
that we run a pretty full on
programme for the 3 days
that we are there and also
that firearms are being
used as well.
The
programme
is
planned, the gear needed to ensure that it runs smoothly, the forms and paperwork
are obtained, Camp Safety Plan and Register are compiled and worked too….and
then of course there is the food side of it work out. It’s been a great asset having
Mike’s many years of practice and wisdom to have at the ready – where would we be
without you Mike and this year Nigel and Daniel have made up the gas burner
benches for when the scones, pancakes and sausages are being cooked. It’s so
heartening to see the camp added new improvements over the years.
Another thing that was a real bonus this year was the fantastic donation of materials
from Jack Kimura from Placemakers in the form of sheets of ply wood, mesh and paint
for making the rat traps. Further to these materials, Daniel very kindly precut all the
pieces, taped them up in bundles and then they were all ready for the kids to make
‘their own rat trap boxes’ and a take home item from the camp.
This served a purpose on more than one front – for most of the children, it was the
first time that they have ever done any woodwork or assembled/built anything like this,
they learned how to use various tools and took pride in what they had done.
It was really great to see the kids proudly showing their finished trapbox to parents
and others at the camp – WELL DONE kids and huge thanks to all those who helped
out on the ‘construction line’

Further to the learnings on making the traps,
there was the awesome donation of traps
from DOC for each of the kids to complete the
package. The rat boxes were then a fully
completed, ready to do working model and
this coupled with the conservation message
that came alive throughout the camp was
also building the bigger picture for all the kids
to work towards in the months and years
ahead.
A strong focus of the camp this year was also
for the kids taking ‘ownership’ of the wider
firearms safety message. While the shooting
component has always been undertaken in a
strictly supervised manner and a licence
holder per shooter etc, this year we began
with Brian giving the entire group a talk on
Firearms Safety; the do and donts. The kids
all had it stressed to them that just because they didn’t have a licence and that
someone must be supervising them, it is also their responsibility to make sure that
they Use and Behave Safely Around Firearms at all times. It was great to see this
message being embraced and questions were asked throughout the weekend that
really reinforced that the kids took this on board.
The food – what more can be said other than it
was yet another weekend with ample to fill the
tum and for many of the kids, it was such a
buzz to have tea cooked over the fire and then
rattling out scones and pikelets in the frying
pan for lunch the next day (smothered in
golden syrup of course) was the icing on the
cake.
As this photo shows, there was also some
serious times and discussions when it came to
making the stretchers…. Not quite the ‘round
table’ but the stretchers did all work and most
made it to the end of the obstacle race with the
‘patient in tact’.
No event would be complete without the clean up afterwards…. This was a real team
effort and so heartening to see – parents, grandparents and camp helpers and kids
all chipped in so special thanks to you all. This can be a daunting job once everyone
leaves so this year to all be driving out the gate together with the job done and dusted
was superb. Take a bow and special thanks everyone – you did a great job and it
was so appreciated.

Congratulations
Keven Caddy
Keven’s excellence as an ‘all
round top guy and community
person’ cannot be disputed. His
contribution to the wider
community has been extensive
and continues to this day with
him being involved in
‘community things’ on an
almost daily basis.
As a summary of the more
‘formal’ contributions; the following information will certainly help give an overview of
Keven’s stellar commitment and dedication to the district and the people within it.
Keven’s outstanding contributions have spanned organisations and entities such as ours for
well over 30 years where Keven has been a very valued committee and club member and
his time on the committee has been for almost the same duration.





Keven is currently the Vice President
Bar Manager and a
Qualified NZDA Range Officer.
He also takes care of so many ‘little jobs behind the scenes’ that many people would
have no idea about.
 He continually strives to welcome new members and foster the ongoing firearms
safety message to young and old.
 Whether it be supporting new members, helping on the range at events, manning the
bar, taking away the rubbish or chairing a meeting – Keven always puts his hand up to
help out.
But also Ngatea Lions where he has been a member for 22 years and contributed
extensively to all facets of this hugely popular and extensively valued volunteer
organisation.
Other groups that have benefitted from Keven’s selfless contributions are Kerepehi Bowling
Club, Kerepehi Athletic Club and Domain Board for over 30 years, Eastern Drainage
Committee for 20 years; School Committees and BOT that obviously included calf clubs,
committee meetings, working bees and endless amount of bus driving – the likes of which
he still does now for Murphy Buses.
All of this worked around a life of farming on the Plains and bringing up a family with the
unwavering support from his wife Christine.

Running Boar
2nd Round Mens
Dan Cox
Warren Penwarden
Brett Reid
Dave Devcich
John Senk

25 November 2018
Slow

Fast

Total

57
53
48
24
24

76
32
36
42
23

133
85
84
66
47

70
31
19

54
30
26

124
61
45

17
13
9

17
14
9

34
27
18

31

10

41

Ladies
Maureen Coleman
Clem Dent
Ashleigh Dewar
Juniors
Jessie Penwarden
Jamie Kuntz
Dania Penwarden
Visitor
Phil Debenham

___________________________________________________

K2K Trap Line – Dennis
& Bill
We now have a total of 109 traps covering the two
lines - with 6 more traps to complete the Orongo
line.
Kills from Nov to end of Dec 2018.
Stoats 8
Rats 6
Hedgehogs 2
From when we started May 2017 until 31 December 18; we have trapped .
53 Stoats
31 Rats
33 Hedgehogs.

TVDA Chair receives
Waikato Services to Sport
Award
On the 22nd of November
Maureen was presented with a
Services to Sport Award at the
Hauraki awards in Ngatea.
Twenty years of dedication to ones
chosen sport is the first hurdle to
even qualify for this award. While
not a competition judges do then
approve nominations on basis of
involvement and effectiveness
with-in their sport.

Maureen with her medal at the awards presentation

Maureen has been with the TVDA
for 23 years and been either
Treasurer, Secretary or Chair for 20
of those.

As all club members will know the club and hunting sports are Maureen’s passion, well
supported by husband Tony. She is instrumental in continually moving the club forward and
also advocating on many fronts at a national level on matters related to firearms and
hunting.
The award is well deserved. The committee and we are sure all members of TVDA
congratulate Maureen on her achievement.
(TVDA committee)

Jobs coming up at the Property
 Unauthorised visits and vandalising of club property continues to be a problem.
Quotes for installing a comprehensive security camera system have been reviewed
and approved by the committee. Several helpers will be required to assist with
installing cables and an electricity supply from the container shed to the 100m
shooting shed. Some tree pruning will also be required beforehand.
 This work will be happening in the near future now that the wedding and
other bookings that have used this area are behind us.
 Weed spraying for woolly nightshade and biddy-bid is an on-going activity over
summer. Any assistance on this is also gratefully received.
If you are able to help with any of this work, please contact Wayne on 2074 916352

So much to everyone who has helped out in any
way over the last few months; your contributions
certainly do make such a difference.
 First of all, there was the awesome crew that
journeyed down to Panekiri Station this year to do
what has been our annual docking fundraiser. We docked in excess of 20,000
for 7 ½ days of docking – a top effort all round.
 To Jos and Mike for their regular treks up to the huts in the Kaimais and doing
odd jobs that come along while they are there.
 Almost straight after the docking was our TVDA Anniversary Cup shoot which
is another big day on the calendar and sees many hands to the wheel to
ensure the day runs smoothly. To all those who helped with the many hours
of setup beforehand or with one or several of the many jobs on the day of the
shoot – huge thanks for your fantastic contribution.
 To everyone who has returned their questionnaires so far and for those who
will be getting theirs with this newsletter and getting it done and returned
straight away. The info in these is invaluable so please do get them done.
 Keven, Kahn, Tony and John in particular for their excellent efforts in ensuring
that the grounds and the area around the clubrooms looked spick and span for
the Venturers’ week at TVDA straight after New Year and also so that the
grounds were looking in stop shape for a wedding that he hosted on the 12th of
January. Never a dull moment for sure.

 Peter Thompson and his crew along with Wizz for sure for the excellent job
they have done on laying the new concrete under the 100m shooting areas.
OMG this is outstanding and such a wonderful bonus for all shooters and
visitors to the range.

 To Ian Brett for his much appreciated help with the concrete flooring and also
for the very generous donation of 2 bows to assist new archers and members
on club days. These will be a wonderful asset and also a huge help as we
further develop our archery at TVDA.
 George and Lyn for your very generous contributions to the club in so many
ways. We really are so fortunate and grateful for all your outstanding support.

 To everyone – parents, grandparents, family friends, kids for coming along to
the survival camp and of course the Survival Camp Team of Mike, Nigel and
Brian along and Barrie and Lyn Williams for making it all happen. Absolute
Legends.

Take a Kid Hunting at Woodhill

by Harry Clapp (12)

YES I yelled with excitement when I found out
that I had won a ballot for the WFMC “Take a Kid
hunting”.
It was 6am on Saturday the 22nd of September. It
was early morning and I had just woken up from
dreaming about the big day ahead.
It was a long drive up to Woodhill but nice to see
good views of the beaches, trees and the City.
We got up there in plenty of time and had to wait
for the others to arrive.
When it got to 10am we all had to go in to the
hall for a briefing about the day. When we got in
to the hall we had to sit a 10 question firearms test - I really liked that and wish I had
been able to do the full firearms test.
There where goody bags for all the keen hunters as well as extra prizes for the
people who got 10 out of 10 in the test. They only called out three names for the
extra prizes and even though I got 10 out of 10 unfortunately I was not called out in
the first three. They had really good prizes like a Gerber Tomahawk set, a small pair
of Bino’s and a Stoney Creek Backpack. After this we went outside to have some
lunch.
We had Venison Sausages and Venison Steak, which had been confiscated from a
poacher. Bad luck for him and good luck for us.
I asked an old committee member, named
Brian, (who another committee member
named Mark, said he was 103) where all the
deer were in block 4B. He said they were
everywhere in that block, because that block
doesn’t get hunted very often.…
I thought to myself… This might be the day I
get my first deer.
Next we had to follow another committee
member to the hunting block. Dad and I put
our knife belts on and checked again that my
rifle was unloaded and safe.

Brian that is NOT 103!!!!

Then we put our gear in the member’s car
and he drove us to the start of our hunting
block.

Finally, we made it to our block and started hunting. Luckily the wind was in our
favour by blowing straight at us. When we started walking around, we found a high
vantage point and sat there looking down in to a scrubby basin of tobacco weed,
Toitoi, Teatree and little grassy clearings.
While looking around we saw a mob of 15 deer walking through the trees.
They wouldn’t stay still long enough for me to have a crack at them. That was okay
because we were quietly stalking behind them hoping they would stay still long
enough for me to get a shot.
While we were following them, they got
spooked and ran off so we returned to our
high vantage point. After a while we saw
another mob of 20 grazing. Dad and I
moved towards them to get a clear shot.
There were 4 bucks, one of which was really
good and I was hoping to get him. As I was
trying to get a clear shot, they also got
spooked and ran back in to the native bush
and pines - we decided to follow them too
but could not find where they had gone.
When we got to the end of our block, which
was rows of pines and Toitoi’s we came across 1 hind and 1 spiker grazing. I
stalked in a bit closer and lent my rifle up on a pine tree branch to steady myself. I
had to wait for the Spiker to come broadside to get a shot. When it came broadside I
told dad, are you watching through the Bino’s to see where the deer drops. He said
‘Yes’. So I looked through my scope, counted to three, held my breath and
squeezed the trigger off and BOOM!!! goes the echo through the rows of pines.
I saw the Spiker drop on the spot, I opened the bolt and gave my gun to dad and ran
over to check out my first ever deer. My heart was racing and I couldn’t wait to get
home to tell the others about my day and big adventure of how I got my first Deer.
We took some photos and started walking out. Brian turned up and gave us a ride
back to our vehicle.
Once we put our gear away and the deer on
the back of the Ute, we saw another kid
from block 8 and she had also shot herself
her first deer which was really cool.
Special Thanks to WFMC members for
making this day happen for all the keen and
young hunters. It was a really great time I had up there and can’t wait until I get my
firearms licence and can apply for a block myself.

Twilight Sporting Clay Shoots - CONFIRMED for 2019
Many thanks for your support of the preChristmas Twilight shoots folks.
Because of the interest shown, we will definitely
be holding Twilight Shoots on Thursday evenings
during February and March. The start date will be: 14TH FEBRUARY
Please see the dates in the Upcoming Events section.
These events are open to anyone so bring some mates along too if they are keen or
wanting to have a go at shotgun/clay target shooting.
Burgers ($5 each) for tea too if you don’t feel like going home and doing the cooking
afterwards!!
Prices:
First round of 25 targets is $14.00 (which includes your range fee) and
all/any subsequent rounds of 25 targets are $9.00 each.
Ammo: can be purchased at the club on the night of the shoot

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------An old cowboy walks into a
barbershop in Dillon, Montana for a
shave and a haircut. He tells the
barber he can't get all his whiskers
off because his cheeks are wrinkled
from age. The barber gets a little
wooden ball from a cup on the shelf
and tells the old cowboy to put it
inside his cheek to spread out the
skin.
When he's finished, the old cowboy
tells the barber that was the
cleanest shave he'd had in years, but he wanted to know what would have
happened if he had accidentally swallowed that little ball. The barber
replied, just bring it back in a couple of days like everyone else
does.

DON’S RELOADING
Phone: 06 8701154 Cell: 0274945242 Email: donsreloading@xtra.co.nz
Postal: PO Box 79, Clive, Hawkes Bay, 4148, New Zealand
Importers/distributors of Reloading Equipment

ADI Powder

December 2018 price list

Rifle Powders

Trail Boss
AR2205
AR2206H
AR2207
AR2208
AR2209
AR2213SC
AR2217
AR2219
AR2225
BM1
BM2
BM8208
AR2218
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Shotgun & Pistol Powders

$195/1.5kg
$69/500gms
$69/500gms $449/4kg
$69/500gms $449/4kg
$69/500gms $449/4kg
$69/500gms $449/4kg
$69/500gms
$69/500gms
$69/500gms
$69/500gms
$70/500gms
$149/1kg
$149/1kg
$510/4kg

ADI 9th edition Handloaders guide $14

AS30N
$65/500gms $219/2kgs
AS50N
$65/500gms $219/2kgs
AP100
$69/500gms $229/2kgs
AP50N
$69/500gms $229/2kgs
AP70N
$69/500gms $229/2kgs
APS350 $69/500gms NEW
APS450 $69/500gms NEW
Hodgdon Triple 7 in 2F or 3F $69/lb
Hodgdon Trail Boss
$99/2lb
Hodgdon CFE 223 & BLK $72/lb
Hodgdon CFE Pistol
$69/lb
Hodgdon Superformance $70/lb
BELMONT POWDERS
Win Magnum Pistol $59/500gms
Win 748

$59/500gms

SPECIAL ON BELMONT POWDERS
Buy 5 or more 500gm containers
and
pay $40/500gms (can be mixed grades) Freight Free options still apply
ALLIANT POWDERS
Reloder 7
Reloder 10X
Pro-1200-R
Pro-VARMINT
AR-COMP
Reloder 15
Reloder 16
Pro-2000-MR
Reloder 17
Reloder 19
Pro-4000-MR
Reloder 22
Reloder 23
Reloder 25
Reloder 26
Reloder 33
Reloder 50

$89/lb
$89/lb
$89/lb
$89/lb
$89/lb
$89/lb
$89/lb
$89/lb
$89/lb
$89/lb
$89/lb
$89/lb
$89/lb
$89/lb
$89/lb
$89/lb
$89/lb

$396/5lb
$396/5lb

Bullseye
$73/lb $249/4lb
BE-86
$73/lb $496/8lb
Power pistol
$73/lb $265/4lb
$590/8lb
2400
$78/lb $275/4lb
Pro-300 MP
$75/lb
$396/5lb
Red Dot
$75/lb $275/4lb
$396/5lb
Green Dot
$75/lb $275/4lb
20/28
$79/lb
$275/4lb
$396/5lb
Unique
$75/lb
$275/4lb
$396/5lb
Herco
$75/lb
$275/4lb
Blue Dot
$78/lb
$275/4lb
$396/5lb
Steel
$78/lb
$275/4lb
$396/5lb
410
$78/lb $275/4lb
$396/5lb
MZ Black Powder $75/lb
$396/5lb
Some grades available in 8lb containers, please inquire.
$396/5lb. We sell HODGDON, WINCHESTER, IMR, VIHTAVUORI
$625/8lb
VIHTAVUORI N320
$110/500gms

FREIGHT
Freight Free on powder orders 6kg and over - can be mixed grades/brands
We can ship powder orders under 6kg at a reasonable cost, please inquire.

Primers
Per 1000
Per 5000
Winchester small pistol
$85
$395
Winchester large pistol
$85
$395
Winchester small rifle
$85
$395
Winchester large rifle
$85
$395
Winchester large rifle magnum
$95
$425
Murom large pistol
$65
$300
CCI small pistol
$85
$395
CCI small rifle
$85
$395
CCI large pistol
$85
$395
CCI large rifle
$85
$395
CCI #209 shotshell
$95
$450
Federal #210 large rifle
$95
$450
Federal #150 large pistol
$95
$450
Federal#100 small pistol
$95
$450
Once Fired Brass
9mm once-fired brass, cleaned & deprimed
$ 95/500
223 rem once-fired brass, as fired with primer
$ 75/1000
5.56 (223) once-fired brass, cleaned & deprimed
$ 95/1000
Birchwood Casey Products
Barricade rust prevent 6oz aerosol
$18
Gun scrubber 9oz aerosol
$17
Bore scrubber super strength 5fl oz bottle
$12
Gun oil synthetic 5 fl oz can
$16
Gun oil synthetic 6oz aerosol
$18
Gun blue Perma Blue paste 2oz
$19
eKrest ELECTRONIC EARMUFFS - attenuates all sound above 85db - $95
HORNADY RELOADING
Case Tumblers & Sonic cleaners
Graf GR400 tumbler
$149
Hornady #050202 M1 case tumbler
$149
Graf tumbler media refills walnut or corn cob
$42/10lb
Hornady #043321 2 Litre Sonic case cleaner
$229
Hornady #043311 9 Litre Hot Tub Sonic cleaner
$649
Hornady case or gun cleaning solution
49/quart or $129/gallon
Tumblers & Sonic cleaners come with NZ plug or adapter
HORNADY #0500021 hand held priming tool, uses standard shell holders $110
HORNADY #050068 LOCK-N-LOAD Auto Charge Powder Dispenser

$569

HORNADY #050108 LOCK-N-LOAD Digital Bench Scales

$229

HORNADY #050069 LOCK-N-LOAD Powder Measure

$179

HORNADY #050101 LOCK-N-LOAD “Quick Trickle” Powder Dispenser

$229

HORNADY #050107 GS-1500 Electronic Scales
HORNADY #050109 LOCK-N-LOAD Balance Beam Scales
HORNADY #050100 Powder Trickler

$69
$169
$33

HORNADY #050100 Powder Funnel

$8

HORNADY #050140 CAM-LOCK Case Trimmer includes 7 pilots

$199 extra

pilots $9/each
HORNADY #043300 Complete Case Care Kit

$89

HORNADY # 9991 ONE-SHOT Case Lube

$25

HORNADY #085001 LOCK-N-LOAD Classic Press

$329

HORNADY #085006 LOCK-N-LOAD Classic Press Kit

$720

HORNADY #085011 LOCK-N-LOAD Classic Deluxe Press Kit

$1189

HORNADY #085520 LOCK-N-LOAD Iron Press Loader

$595

HORNADY #085521 LOCK-N-LOAD Iron Press Loader Kit

$1369

HORNADY # 095100 LOCK-N-LOAD Auto Progressive EZ-JECT Press

$1189

HORNADY #095165 LOCK-N-LOAD AMMO-PLANT 220volt

$3179

HORNADY #095150 Precision Reloaders Accessory Kit

$949

HORNADY #044096 LOCK-N-LOAD Die Bushings
HORNADY #050095 Cam-Lock bullet puller

$10/Each
$69 Collets $23/each

HORNADY #085004 50 BMG Press

$925

HORNADY #085005 50 BMG Press Kit, Includes Dies & Shell Holder

$1589

HORNADY #050127 50 BMG Powder Measure

$259

HORNADY #544460 50 BMG Die Set

$689

HORNADY #390585 50 BMG Shell Holder

$75

MTM GUN VISE for cleaning, scope mounting, disassembly, trigger work

$199

MTM K-ZONE shooting rest adjustable benchrest

$99

Hornady Shoot-N-C targets, provide long range visibility without spotting
scopes, 100pack
$125 HORNADY AMMUNITION, PROJECTILES & DIE SETS
please email for price
BRASS CASES-ADI-GRAF-HORNADY-NOSLER-WINCHESTER-WEATHERBY
GUNPOWDER-ADI-ALLIANT-HODGDON-IMR-VIHTAVUORI-WINCHESTER
CLEANING GEAR-PRO SHOT-BIRCHWOOD CASEY-DEWEY
MTM- AMMO BOXES
Collings #90 Barrel Solvent
Manufactured in NZ, this is the original Hoppes #9 recipe. A modern highly penetrative, nonabrasive, oil based solvent for removing projectile, powder, primer & plastic fouling from all firearm
barrels. Contains castor oil so it is safe to leave in the barrel.
$17/250ml tin
CLEANING ROLLS 4x2 cloth rolls
$8 each or 2 for $15
HORNADY 22LR 40gr LRN standard velocity target ammunition $75/500-$675/5000
HORNADY 223 Rem 55gr SP or FMJ ammunition
$145/150 round box
FREIGHT
Freight Free on orders $300 and over
Orders under $300 please add $10 freight
For rural delivery please add $7

STARLINE BRASS
PISTOL CASES
30 Luger
30 (7.63) Mauser
7.62x25 Tokarev
32 ACP
32 H&R Magnum
32 H&R Magnum- nickel
32 S&W Short
32 S&W Long
327 Federal Magnum
9mm Luger (9x19)
9mm Luger – Nickel
9mm Win Magnum
9mm + P
9mm Super Comp (9x23)
9mm Steyr
9mm Makarov
9x21
9mm Largo
38 Super + P
38 Super – Nickel
38 Super Comp (Rimless)
38 Super Comp – Nickel
38 Special
38 Special – Nickel
38 Special + P
38 Short Colt
38 Long Colt
38 S&W
38 Todd Jarrett
357 Magnum
357 Magnum – Nickel
357 Maximum
357 Sig
360 Dan Wesson
380 ACP
400 Corbon
400 Corbon – Nickel
40 Super
40 S&W
40 S&W – Nickel
10 mm
10mm Magnum (not auto)
41 Long Colt
41 Magnum
41 Special
414 Super Magnum
445 Super Magnum
44 Auto Magnum
44 Colt
44 Magnum
44 Magnum – Nickel
44 Russian
44 Russian – Nickel
44 Special
45 ACP
45 ACP –Nickel
45 ACP + P
45 ACP Blank

$56
$56
$56
$45
$46
$51
$50
$48
$66
$41
$48
$56
$43
$56
$53
$48
$48
$50
$48
$50
$48
$53
$41
$48
$41
$48
$48
$48
$55
$45
$50
$119
$55
$59
$45
$69
$76
$74
$50
$56
$51
$66
$160
$56
$64
$119
$122
$100
$62
$56
$66
$56
$50
$56
$53
$59
$59
$72

all prices per 100 case bags
PISTOL CASES
45 Auto Rim
45 Long Colt
45 Long Colt – Nickel
45 Long Colt Blank
455 Webley Mk 2
45 GAP
45 Win Magnum
45 S&W Schofield
45 Super
454 Casull
460 Rowland
460 S&W Magnum
475 Linebaugh
475 Wildey Magnum
480 Ruger
500 Linebaugh
500 S&W Special
500 S&W-Large Rifle Primer
50 Action Express
RIFLE CASES
223 Rem
243 Win
260 Rem
6.5 Creedmoor- Small Primer
6.5 Creedmoor- Large Primer
7mm-08 Rem
300 Blackout
308 Win
30 M1 Carbine
32-20 Win
32-20 Win – Nickel
338 Federal
358 Win
38-40 Win
38-55 Win (2.08” Short)
38-55 Win (2.125”Long)
40-65 Win
44-40 Win
444 Marlin
450 Bushmaster
45-70 Govt
45-70 Govt – Nickel
458 Socom
458 Socom – Nickel
45-90 (2.4”)
45-90 (2.4”) – Nickel
45-100 (2.6”)
50-70 Govt
50-90 SS Sharps Straight
50 Alaskan
50 Beowulf
56-50 Spencer Taylor
50-110 Win
Misc Brass
25-20 Win to arrive
223 Rem (Remington)
6.5x54 MS (Norma)

$58
$59
$66
$59
$135
$58
$64
$59
$68
$96
$72
$162
$137
$162
$127
$137
$148
$148
$108
$66
$128
$174
$168
$135
$125
$74
$125
$66
$62
$68
$152
$176
$76
$128
$156
$152
$74
$179
$186
$125
$138
$200
$220
$252
$265
$272
$306
$395
$292
$289
$292
$309

$95/100
$69/20

HORNADY BRASS CASES
RIFLE CASES
17 Hornet
204 Ruger
22 Hornet
218 Bee
222 Rem
223 Rem*
22-250 Rem*
220 Swift
223 WSSM
243 Win*
6mm Rem
6mm Creedmoor*
243 WSSM
25-35 Win
250 Savage
25-06 Rem*
257 WBY Mag
6.5 Grendel*
6.5x55
260 Rem
6.5 Creedmoor*
6.5-284
6.5 PRC
264 Win Mag
6.8 Rem SPC*
270 Win*
270 WSM
7mm-08 Rem*
275 Rigby
280 Rem
280 Ackley Imp
7mm WSM
7mm Rem Mag*
7mm STW
30 Carbine
300 Blackout*
30-30 Win*
300 Savage
307 Win
308 Marlin Exp
308 Win Match*
30-40 Krag
30 TC
30-06 SPRG*
300 H&H Mag
300 WSM
300 RCM
300 Win Mag*
300 WBY Mag
300 Norma Mag
300 Rem Ultra Mag
30-378 WBY Mag
32-20 Win
7.62x39
303 British
32 Win SPCL
8x57 JRS
8x57 JS

ITEM#
8611
8604
8602
8601
8600
8605
8610
8615
8617
8620
8622
86280
86202
86101
86105
86251
8631
86283
86263
8632
86281
8628
86288
86286
8629
8635
8637
8646
8636
8638
86381
8639
8640
8643
8650
86751
8655
86752
86754
8662
8661
86627
8663
8665
86725
86701
86721
8670
8672
86723
86724
8658
86726
8664
8675
8728
8644
8648

PRICE
$64
$58
$64
$95
$65
$58
$79
$89
$147
$79
$92
$95
$147
$95
$95
$92
$130
$92
$92
$95
$90
$140
$116
$122
$82
$82
$132
$90
$92
$90
$108
$135
$121
$153
$115
$85
$92
$94
$95
$92
$79
$102
$92
$82
$140
$131
$121
$107
$130
$105
$105
$105
$89
$79
$94
$94
$92
$92

QTY
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
20
20
20
50
50
50
50
50
50

RIFLE CASES
ITEM#
PRICE QTY
338 Marlin EXP
8721
$94
50
338 RCM
86831
$123
50
338 Win Mag
8680
$121
50
338 Norma Mag
86833
$105
20
338 Lapua Mag
8684
$104
20
348 Win
86841
$95
20
35 Rem
8729
$81
50
358 Win
8741
$92
50
35 Whelen
87291
$92
50
9.3x74R
8726
$73
20
9.3x62
87263
$92
50
376 Steyr
8690
$135
50
375 H&H Mag
8685
$133
50
375 Ruger
8673
$123
50
450-400 Nitro Exp 3”
86934
$91
20
416 Rigby
8687
$101
20
416 Ruger
86871
$126
50
416 Rem Mag
86874
$139
50
500-416 N. E. 3.25”
86877
$179
20
404 Jeffery
86932
$101
20
444 Marlin
8692
$113
50
450 Bushmaster
86935
$112
50
45-70 Govt
8784
$123
50
450 Marlin
8693
$123
50
450 N. E. 3.25”
86936
$127
20
458 Win Mag
8694
$147
50
458 Lott
8697
$147
50
470 N. E. 3.25”
86937
$179
20
500 N. E. 3”
86938
$179
20
50 BMG Match
8772
$240
20
6mm Hager
8621
$95
50
30 Nosler
86706
$112
20
300 Rem SA ultra Mag
86722 $145
50
PISTOL CASES
25 Auto
87000
$121
200
32 Auto
87055
$121
200
380 Auto*
8710
$104
200
9mm Luger*
8720
$104
200
38 Super Comp*
8734
$145
200
357 Sig
8739
$105
100
38 Special*
8730
$122 200
357 Mag
8740
$122
200
40 S&W*
8742
$104
200
44 Special
8749
$105
100
44 Rem Mag
8750
$87
100
45 Auto*
8760
$98
100
45 Colt
8780
$84
100
454 Casull
8785
$137 100
460 S&W Mag
8786
$86
50
475 Linebaugh
8787
$155
100
480 Ruger
8789
$155
100
500 S&W Mag
8790
$86
50
ADI BRASS
223Rem
ADI 223 $69
100
243 Win
ADI 243 $56
50
300 Blackout
ADI 300 $75
100
308 Win
ADI 308 $64
50
50 BMG
ADI 50
$69
10

PIG WEIGHTS
-Keep those weights rolling in guys……
Please email them to:
a.j.coleman@xtra.co.nz or
Post them to: TVDA P O Box 206, Paeroa

Bow hunters Corner

Next club day is Sunday 17th February
Please note guys and girls that there has been a bit of a juggle with the February
dates on a couple of fronts:
First of all the annual Maureen Bennett
Memorial Shoot is always held on the 2nd Sunday
in February and then of course there is the first
round of the Kiwi 3D event being hosted at Pine
Ridge on the 10th as well.
With all of that said – look forward to seeing you
at TVDA on the 17th for our belated but usual
club day.

FOR THOSE WISHING TO APPLY ONLINE – PLEASE GO TO:

www.pineridgearchers.org.nz

Or if you prefer…..Print this page out and post if off with your entry fee

Access limited on the 42nd Traverse

E:1816686 N:5680769

There is no complete 4WD thoroughfare on the 42 Traverse due to the collapse of
an old log culvert. The collapsed area is 15 km from Kapoor’s Road.
Hunters can still drive in and then continue their access on foot. Mountain bikers
and hikers can still get through.
Repairs are planned for 13–21 January 2019 but it will still pay to double check
the DOC website if you are making plans to travel through this area.

Fiordland Wapiti Foundation
New Year Newsletter.
Recovery
Deer recovery is a key component to a successful long-term Wapiti management
programme both benefiting the herd and conservation. The 2018/19 target was set at 1100
deer with built in options for further recovery if needed. Venison prices are very buoyant at
the moment making it easier for the team to manage the programme. We have just under
700 deer removed to date so well over half way to 1100. In January and February, we will
be doing the special male management programme while the males are out in the open
finishing growing their velvet and in February while they are finding mating territory. We
tried this in 2018 with great results and hopefully this will pay dividends in 2019 as we see
this as an opportunity to further improve the Wapiti herd.

Yearling Project
The target number of yearlings needed for this project is 150. This year we have made
some operational changes to the programme. When we first started the programme two
years ago we did it as a one off special recovery programme just to get the 150 yearlings
needed for the project. For this latest yearling sampling we have blended it in with the
annual deer recover, this is saving the FWF money and making it a more affordable
programme and will enable us to repeat it in the future at less cost.
So far, the sample collection has gone well with around 140 samples taken. But we will not
know how we are placed until all jaws are checked to ensure we have the correct age class.

Whio/Predator control
This project continues to tick along very well and achieving great results. We are scheduled
to do 8 checks per trap of the 500 traps per season. The team is half way there. Weather
wise it’s been difficult, to say the least.

Kea Project
I think most people would have seen the invite to be involved with the Kea survey in
January 2019 and some lucky people took up the opportunity and sadly some missed out.
This is the process we go through to get volunteers for these projects. Firstly, invitation
goes to the FWF membership, secondly it goes to the Southland NZDA, thirdly National
NZDA and finally on face book.

During the year we have had people in checking on nesting birds and below is a photo of
one with chicks. Also attached is documentation on the project.

Ballot.
The Wapiti ballot has had record entries and bar a couple of issues the online ballot has
certainly freed the team up to be able to do other more important things with their time.
Once we get the ballot out of the way we will be able to give you more details on numbers
etc.

Sponsorship
The FWF have a number of trail cameras placed around the Wapiti area, we have them for
two reasons one to monitor animals and two to monitor people use. These cameras come
at a considerable cost to the FWF.
We have just had two cameras donated to the FWF by A J
Productions Ltd these cameras will be used in the coming season.
Regarding our trail cameras the FWF are working on a
communication plan. This plan will involve more usage of Face
book with weekly and monthly release of the Trail camera photos and its updates on what
is happening. I will apologise now to those of you who are like me (Roy Sloan) who are
allergic to Face book but I like me ( Roy Sloan) we need to modernise as Face book is a very
simple method of modern communication that makes life simple for both users. Interesting
fact we have released several items on Face Book and we reached around 30,000 people. I
guess a good measuring stick is the Tahr cull.

Great Fiordland Whio Duck Race
On the 15th December the Te Anau Department of Conservation held their Great Fiordland
Whio Duck Race on the Upukerora River in Te Anau. Once again the FWF was asked to man
the BBQ. This was a successful and fun day.
The FWF would like to thank the following people for their donations.
 Carran Farms for the Venison
 Wapiti Bakery and Cafe for once again supplying the Bread and Onions.
 Gathered Game in Lumsden for making the awesome and
very popular sausages

Hut Restoration Project
The Hut project is well underway with the team starting the Hankinson Hut on the first
week of February. All sounds simple when you say it fast but a hell of a lot of planning goes
into these projects. This one in particular involves consultation with Doc on design. The
Hankinson hut is 3 years short of 100 years old so we want to do the right thing by her and
restore it as close as we can back to original state. We have around 6 builders volunteering
their time plus other volunteers and a Building designer involved. Then there is the logistics
of doing this job in a remote area. All timber and materials need to be air lifted in and
there is a lot of prep work in this alone. Then there’s the sponsors to arrange, Funding by
the Backcountry Trust, local support like Southern Lakes, Fiordland Helicopters, Fiordland
Water Taxi’s. The great thing about this project and the kea projects is we are getting new
people volunteering, people who wouldn’t normally be involved with the Foundation or
hunting.
Next meeting
The next General meeting will be held at Mossburn Rugby Club on the 2nd of February at
1:30. Please come along. At the meeting we will have Cam Speedy and Dave Lathan (land
care) please take the opportunity to come along and ask these two Biologist any questions
regarding animal management in the Wapiti area.
Thanks and good luck in this year’s Wapiti bugle.
Wapiti Team.

Paeroa 3640

P.O.Box 206

Sender:

